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Abstract 
Tool-handle design research has been previously limited to determination of diameters of cylindrical 
handles to increase performance, comfort and avoid acute and cumulative traumatic disorders. 
However, there is still lack of correct shape determination and systemization of the ergonomic design 
knowledge. To overcome these limitations, methodology to develop optimal sized and shaped tool-
handles for a target population previously developed has been integrated into an existing ergonomics 
and aesthetics decision support system. The system allows a correct determination of tool-handle size 
and shape according to the target population and provides general ergonomics knowledge. Resulting 
handles consider optimal diameters for each finger to maximize maximum voluntary contraction, 
comfort and contact area, which can lower the risk of acute and cumulative trauma disorders. The 
system allows development of ergonomic tool-handles with almost no prior ergonomics knowledge 
and without iterative design process, which decreases the designing time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
If the product will be human operated, the designer has to consider ergonomics in order to 
achieve the expected system efficiency [1]. Since most of the products are designed to be 
human hand operated, many authors have researched the topic of tool-handle design to define 
the optimal size and shape of a tool-handle. A correctly designed handle can provide safety, 
comfort and increased performance. Different authors used different criteria to determine 
optimal cylindrical handle: subjective comfort rating [2, 3]; finger force measurement [4, 5]; 
muscle force minimization [6] and hand anthropometrics [2, 7-12]. Few studies also used two 
or more criteria: finger force measurement and muscle activity [7, 10, 13]; subjective comfort 
rating, finger force measurement and electromyographic efficiency of muscle activity [14]. 
      Most of the authors have focused on cylindrical or elliptical shapes of the handles. 
However none of them considered the anatomical shape of the hand in the optimal power 
grasp posture. It has been shown that handles should vary in size between hand and finger 
size, since maximum possible exerted finger force is diameter dependent [14]. It has been also 
shown that objects that follow the shape of the hand result in much lower local contact 
pressures, which can prevent discomfort and several disorders [15]. Authors suggested that 
further research of this topic should consider the shape of the hand in the optimal power grasp 
posture since it could improve the ergonomics of the tool-handle [11]. 
      The mechanical behaviour of the skin and subcutaneous tissue is crucial during gripping 
tasks, since forces and moments are transferred from the tool to the whole hand-arm system. 
Skin and subcutaneous tissue have non-linear viscoelastic properties, where the skin is stiffer 
than the subcutaneous tissue [16]. A power-grasp produces a very uneven distribution of 
forces and, therefore, also pressure on the hand and fingers [17]. It has been shown, that any 
higher contact pressures than allowed for over a specific time can result in discomfort, pain, 
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and acute traumatic disorders (ATD) and also cumulative traumatic disorders (CTD) [18, 19]. 
Hand-handle contact-force and pressure are also handle diameter dependant [20, 21]. In [21] 
authors have shown that the higher grip and push-forces on a cylindrical handle can produce 
concentrated contact-forces and pressures that exceed the limit of pressure discomfort and 
sustained pressure values for preserving work efficiency over a working day. 
      In [22] authors showed that foam rubber grip can be used to provide more uniform 
distribution of forces and pressures. It has been also shown that rubber as tool-handle material 
increases the maximum torques from the hand to the handle [23]. This is due to greater 
frictional coupling between hand-handle interface. Finite element method (FEM) or finite 
element analysis (FEA) is used to predict the behaviour of observed structure considering 
particular load and boundary conditions [24, 25] and can be used also for wide range of 
simulations from common structural problems to very specific problems (e.g. tool-wear, 
biomass production, welding, safety, etc.) [26, 27]. Therefore it can be also used to simulate 
the interaction between human fingertip with a tool-handle [15, 28]. In [29] authors showed 
that FEM can be also used to analyse the contact stiffness between a finger and object when 
wearing air-cushioned gloves. Material choice in the design phase of a tool-handle has been 
also modelled, compared and evaluated [30]. It has been already shown, that cellular foam 
materials can effectively reduce the contact pressure, since hyper-elastic foam materials, 
which take into account the non-linear behaviour of fingertip soft tissue, can lower the contact 
pressure whilst maintaining low deformation rate of the tool-handle material for maintaining 
sufficient rate of stability of the hand tool in the hands. 
      As presented, tool-handle ergonomics is an interdisciplinary science, therefore designer 
has to poses wide range of knowledge and also experience to allow a holistic design approach 
for reaching the expected human-product performance and safety [31]. This extensive 
ergonomic knowledge that is necessary during the design phase of a tool-handle; and its poor 
integration with existing, well-established Computer Aided Design (CAD) software, has 
affected companies that do not or on very low scales address ergonomic principles during the 
design phase [31]. In order to overcome this issue, many authors have developed ergonomic 
aid tools. 
      Modern product development is heavily CAD based, therefore authors tried to develop 
ergonomic analysis tools, which can be integrated into the three-dimensional modelling 
design phase of the product [32]. These systems try to consider important ergonomic 
principles in the design phase of the product and allow performing ergonomic analyses inside 
the CAD software for a streamlined workflow. However these systems usually consist of 
general ergonomic recommendations and do not provide biomechanically correct human 
models to model the size and shape of the developing workplace or the product. 
      To overcome this issue several authors developed digital-human models (DHM) for 
workplace and also product design. Few authors also developed stand-alone anatomically-
accurate Digital Human Hand Models (DHHMs) for ergonomic evaluation of hand-held 
products [33, 34]. These DHHMs are designed for ergonomic analyses of existing virtual 3D 
models of products; therefore designers still have to possess comprehensive knowledge of 
ergonomics in order to lower the design iterations and to obtain a product containing the 
desired ergonomics. DHHMs do not allow for direct development of the product’s shape and 
size that is within their interactions with the humans. 
      Therefore a static DHHM in its optimal power-grasp posture for directly modelling a 
corresponding tool-handle with improved ergonomics was already developed in previous 
research [35]. It has been shown, that tool-handles developed based on the DHHM increases 
maximum voluntary contraction of fingers, maximizes the contact area, and, thereby lowers 
the local and overall contact pressures, and increases the subjective comfort-rating. However 
the DHHM does not consist of basic ergonomic knowledge for the tool-handle design. 
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      The aim of this paper was to overcome those limitations of current mathematical models 
regarding the tool-handle size determination, decision support systems for ergonomic product 
design and DHHMs that require extensive ergonomic knowledge and iterative design process. 
Thus previously introduced methods for the developing of anatomically correct DHHM for 
tool-handle design were integrated into a comprehensive intelligent decision support system 
for ergonomic design of products called OSCAR [31, 36-38]. The system allows the designer 
a correct determination of tool-handle size and shape according to the target population and 
provides also general knowledge regarding tool-handle ergonomics. Additionally, the system 
provides aid to determine appropriate tool-handle material in order to lower the contact 
pressure. The resulting tool-handles increase comfort rating, maximize voluntary contraction 
of fingers, maximize contact area and therefore lower the local and overall contact pressure. 
Thereby the user’s performance can be increased and the chance for fatigue and acute and 
also cumulative trauma disorders can be lowered. Therefore the whole system allows the 
designers development of products with improved ergonomics in shorter time. 

2. METHODS 
 
2.1  Determination of optimal sized and shaped tool-handle 
 
Based on the traditional design approach to determine optimal diameter of a tool-handle, a 
medical approach to obtain the shape of the subject’s hand in its optimal power grasp posture 
was developed [39]. Tool-handle was then modelled based on the obtained 3D hand model 
using traditional CAD modelling techniques as summarized hereafter. 
      A 50th percentile male subject according to ANSUR database [40] with no hand injuries or 
and other hand disorders was used to determine the optimal sized and shaped tool-handle. 
Most recent studies to determine the optimal handle diameters were considered in this paper 
[11, 14, 41]. Anthropometric measurements of the subject were performed on the subject’s 
hand. Afterwards optimal diameters for each finger were calculated, which were used to 
manufacture an optimal pre-handle with variable diameters. To maintain the shape of the hand 
in its optimal power grasp posture, an outer hand mould was manufactured using orthotic 
material while softly holding the optimal pre-handle. Afterwards magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) with slice thickness of 1 mm was performed using a Signa HDxt 3.0T MRI machine 
with outer hand mould attached to hand to maintain the optimal power grasp posture. 
Obtained images in DICOM file format were used to perform segmentation and 3D 
reconstruction in professional medical imaging and editing software Amira® 5.3.3. (Visage 
Imaging®). The obtained 3D model of the subject’s hand was then imported into reverse 
engineering software Geomagic Studio® 2012. An elliptical cylinder was modelled and 
positioned in the empty palmar side of the hand. The anatomically sized and shaped tool-
handle was then obtained using Boolean operation, which removed the volume of the handle 
that was in overlap with the hand. Thereby a tool-handle with best fit could be obtained (Fig. 
1). 

2.2  Creating a symmetrical handle 
 

The obtained tool-handle was edited in order to obtain a symmetrical handle, which allows 
usage with both hands. Therefore a cutting/mirroring plane was modelled. The position of the 
cutting plane was determined to maintain the optimal diameters for each finger of the 
resulting symmetrical tool-handle. Thereby also all benefits of correct diameter determination 
could be maintained (maximum voluntary contraction, diameter dependent comfort rating, 
etc). Afterwards the plane was used to cut the thumb side of the handle. Then the same plane 
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was used to apply a mirroring function of the remaining handle shape to obtain a symmetrical 
handle (Fig. 2). Low smoothing was applied locally to correct small topological irregularities. 
When creating a symmetrical handle, the optimal shape of the handle is lost due to the 
mirroring process. However, lost is only the thumb groove, which has not substantial 
proportion to the performance and comfort. Following has been also tested and observed 
using rapid prototypes and test subjects [35]. 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Used methods for obtaining optimal sized and shaped tool-handle. 

 

 
 
Figure 2: Creating a symmetrical tool-handle. 

2.3  Sizing the tool-handle for target populations 
 
In order to obtain a tool-handle for different target populations, scaling functions are 
introduced. Based on analysis performed by [34], it has been shown that the most variation of 
the anthropometric measurements of the human hand can be attributed to two main 
anthropometric measurements, which represent hand width and hand length. Additionally, the 
hand length measurement is divided into hand palm length and finger length. Thereby scaling 
function in each axis of the tool-handle corresponds to a predetermined anthropometric value 
of the target population. The scaling in the z-axis accounts for the target population hand 
width, scaling in x-axis accounts for the target population hand palm and finger length and 
scaling in y-axis accounts for finger length (Fig. 3). All three scaling factors are independent 
from each other and are computed based on target population anthropometric measurements. 
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Figure 3: Sizing of the tool-handle for target populations. 

2.4  Factor of generality 
 

In order to obtain a generalized shape of the tool-handle, which can be used by wider target 
population and wider range of tasks, a factor of generality is introduced. This is a smoothing 
function with predetermined smoothing parameters, which allows local topological smoothing 
of the resulting symmetrical handle. The parameters are set to produce more generalized 
shape of a handle without any indentations and small topological details, which limit the use 
of the handle by broader population and wider range of tasks (Fig. 4). 

 

 
 
Figure 4: Custom handle and resulting generalized handle based on smoothing function. 
 
      Topological deviations of the generalized handle in comparison to the custom handle were 
also investigated. The histogram of the deviations shows that most of the topological 
deviations are concentrated around the deviation of about zero millimetres, which shows that 
despite the use of the smoothing function the basic shape has been retained (Fig. 5). Therefore 
also the effect of the higher contact pressure due to shape generalizations of the handle has 
been kept at lowest level. 

2.5  Tool-handle material recommendations based on FEM 
 
Tool-handle material has huge effect on the contact pressure values and its distribution, which 
can effect the development of various ATD and CTD. To present the possibility of reduction 
of contact pressure on fingertip finite element analysis as discussed in previous research was 
utilized [30]. 
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Figure 5: Topological deviation analysis of both handles. 
 
      The two-dimensional simulation from previous paper was extended into a three-
dimensional simulation of whole fingertip, where the fingertip geometry was modelled based 
on magnetic resonance imaging [42]. Various materials and composites were simulated. It has 
been shown that hyper-elastic foam materials, which take into account the non-linear 
behaviour of fingertip soft tissue, can lower the contact pressure whilst maintaining low 
deformation rate of the tool-handle material for maintaining sufficient rate of stability of the 
hand tool in the hands. Lower contact pressure also lowers the risk of ATD and CTD, and 
increases comfort whilst maintaining performance. The knowledge resulting from the 
simulations was then integrated into the system as an advisory module consisting of tool-
handle material database and their mechanical behaviour. Contact pressures and their 
distributions while grasping resulting from the FE simulation were provided in diagrams and 
images (Fig. 6). Based on the results and the intended tool-handle use, the module suggests 
appropriate material combination to find a material with best compromise of lowering the 
overall and local contact pressure and maintaining high rate of stability of tool-handle in 
hands.  

 

 
 
Figure 6: Contact pressure distribution and fingertip and tool-handle material deformation for  

steel (left) and composite of ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM) rubber and 
poly urethane (PU) foam (right) as tool-handle material. 
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2.6  Decision support system 
 
The resulting symmetrical tool-handle with the mathematical model for sizing generates 
optimal sized and shaped tool-handles for a target population, but it does not consist of basic 
ergonomic recommendations, which are also important in the design process of the hand tools 
and especially tool-handles. Therefore the mathematical model and the knowledge regarding 
correct tool-handle material determination was integrated into an existing intelligent decision 
support system OSCAR [31]. Within the system different classes are interconnected with 
various attributes and their values at the head of the rules in order to describe case specific 
situations, in which those recommendations for product design should be taken into 
consideration. The system consist of most important ergonomics design goals and respective 
design recommendations relating to hand tool design process from which to list just a few: 
dimensioning and configuration, wrist positioning, tissue compression, excessive forces 
reduction, etc. [31]. 

3. RESULTS 
 
The result is a comprehensive intelligent decision support system, which consists of general 
design recommendations, a mathematical model for generating optimal sized and shaped tool-
handles and recommendations for correct choice of too-handle materials. Based on the design 
requirements of the new hand tool, the designer has to determine the target population, which 
can be very specific or more general according to anthropometric measurements. Based on the 
target population, the system provides basic design recommendations, such as sizing, 
configuration, clearance, etc. Afterwards the anthropometric measurements, which are needed 
for optimal sized and shaped tool-handle are entered manually or selected from 
anthropometric databases. The mathematical module suggests a factor of generality based on 
the chosen target population, hand tool and task. The factor of generality is a smoothing 
function, which is used to smooth the handle generated with the mathematical model based on 
the anthropometric measurements for the chosen target population. Based on the boundary 
conditions, the system then generates the optimal sized and shaped tool-handle and also 
provides design recommendations, which can be directly used in the design process of new 
hand tool. Afterwards, the tool-handle material recommendation module suggests an 
appropriate tool-handle material combination in order to lower the contact pressure and 
maintain sufficient stability of the tool-handle in the hands. 

4. DISCUSSION 
 
Basic handle recommendations and existing mathematical models for diameter determination 
do not provide comprehensive aid in the design process of tool-handles; therefore non-
experienced designers are confronted with a challenging task. Nevertheless also the decision 
support systems do not guarantee the achievement of high ergonomic values in tool-handle 
design, since the design recommendations are mostly to loose and the end design is mostly 
dependent on the designer´s experience and creativity. This is especially prominent in the 
shape determination in handle design process, where authors mostly consider cylindrical or 
elliptical handles. Therefore previously presented mathematical model for generating optimal 
sized and shaped tool-handles were integrated into the existing decision support system 
OSCAR. This way the system provides a comprehensive design aid from selecting the target 
population, basic design and ergonomic recommendations, to generating optimal sized and 
shaped tool-handles for the selected target population with correct material choice of the tool-
handle. 
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      The correct shape determination is crucial, since it additionally improves the ergonomics 
of the handle. The accuracy of the proposed mathematical model is strongly dependent on 
used methods; therefore they have already been verified for the accuracy. Thereby it can be 
also assumed, that the maximum possible grip force can be exerted and subjective comfort 
rating, which is diameter dependent, is also maximized. Contact area of the tool-handles 
developed with the decision support system and its mathematical model has proved to 
increase the contact area of the handle by over 25 % in comparison to an optimal cylindrical 
handle. This can be attributed to the anatomical handle shape, which is derived from the hand 
in its optimal power grasp posture. Thereby also the contact forces are spread over greater 
contact area, which lowers the overall contact pressure. This has proven to provide greater 
comfort rate and is therefore more likely to prevent ATD and CTD in comparison to a 
cylindrical handle. 
      Broader dissemination of DHMs and DHHMs is usually prevented due to their complex 
usage. Additionally, most of the dynamic DHHMs with autonomous grasping are intended for 
evaluating and analysing an existing CAD designs inside the virtual environment. Therefore 
designer has to possess extensive knowledge regarding size and shape of the tool-handle. The 
autonomous grasps generated by the DHHM are usually evaluated by the operator visually. 
Real-world grasping is very complex and is also depends on the subjective comfort rating of 
the user, therefore this kind of evaluation can be unreliable. Perceived subjective comfort 
using tool-handle is strongly correlated with user performance. It is therefore necessary to 
incorporate this aspect of product evaluation during the design phase, which is not possible 
when using DHHMs. Comfort is a subjectively-defined feeling that differs from person to 
person, therefore it cannot be predicted neither by objective methods (e.g. grip-force, contact 
pressure, electromyography, finite element analyses, etc.) nor by the resulting mathematical 
models that can only predict the physical aspects on the perceived comfort. Tool-handles 
based on decision support system can increase subjective comfort rating, resulting in 
increased human-product performance. The subjective comfort rating has been measured 
based on manufactured rapid prototypes of the corresponding handles and subjective comfort-
rating questionnaire. The tool-handle developed using mathematical model within the 
decision support system showed a significant increase in perceived subjective comfort rating. 
The increase of perceived subjective comfort rating is due to anatomical shape of the handle, 
since the handle considers optimal power grasp posture in the development of the handle. 
Based on this, the handle provides best fit to the target population. 
      If the produced autonomous grasp of the existing DHHMs is feasible and realistic, 
ergonomics design errors can be identified and design solutions can be proposed. However 
this always requires extensive ergonomic knowledge and experience. This iterative design 
process is repeated until the design does not meet the desired level of ergonomics. On the 
other hand, direct development of tool-handles with developed decision support system 
generates optimal sized and shaped too-handles. Therefore physical prototypes for the 
purpose of performing ergonomic analyses become unnecessary. This results in increased 
time efficiency and tool-handles with improved ergonomics, without the need for 
comprehensive knowledge of ergonomics by the designer. 
      It has been shown that there is even less knowledge and also experience among designers 
regarding the correct choice for the material of the tool-handle, which will be in direct contact 
with the hand. Designers are used to most common and known materials such as plastics, 
wood, steel and rubber, however they do not possess knowledge of the physical response of 
human hand to these materials while grasping. Additionally, comprehensive knowledge of 
more complex materials, such as hyper-elastic foams, which have proven to lower the overall 
and local contact pressures, is low or non-existent. Therefore existing general material choice 
knowledge and also knowledge obtained from previous performed finite element analyses 
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was integrated into the advisory module for tool-handle material choice. Additionally the FE 
model is provided in the module for designers who wish to perform analyses with materials of 
their own. The module for tool-handle material recommendations provides the designers 
simple aid in the material choice to lower the overall and also local contact pressure and 
therefore also lower the risk for pressure dependent ATD and CTD. Correct tool-handle 
material determination therefore additionally improves the ergonomics of the tool-handle. 
      It has been shown that it is possible to design tool-handles without any prior ergonomic 
knowledge with the developed decision support system, since the designer is provided with 
needed design and material recommendations and mathematical model for generating the 
optimal sized and shaped tool-handle for target population. With the use of the decision 
support system and especially the mathematical model, the designing process time is reduced, 
which was also shown in several preliminary tests of the system. Following improved product 
ergonomics, the market value of the product is increased, thus enhancing the competitiveness 
of the product on the market. 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
Previously developed methods, which consider also the anatomical shape of the hand in 
development of the optimal shaped handle, were used and integrated into a decision support 
system for generating optimal sized and shaped tool-handle for a target population and task. 
The proposed intelligent decision support system provides comprehensive aid in ergonomic 
and aesthetic product design process in form of recommendations and in generation of 
optimal sized and shaped tool-handles. Additionally, the system provides aid to determine 
appropriate tool-handle material in order to lower the contact pressure. Thereby small 
companies, which do not employ an ergonomist, can develop hand tools considering 
ergonomic principles for improved performance, comfort and avoidance of acute and 
cumulative trauma disorders in shorter time. 
      Future work should also revise the factor of generality in order to provide a more precise 
amount of smoothing. The smoothing function is applied to whole handle, although future 
work should also consider the fact that different surface parts of the handle require different 
quantity of smoothing to achieve the desired generality. The advisory module for tool-handle 
material choice should be further extended with more material choices. The decision support 
system should be also further tested to evaluate and analyse the impact on the hand tool 
design process. 
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